2019-to-Date Giving Has Increased or
Held Steady, Says ECFA Poll of Member
Ministries

by Warren Bird, Ph.D.

Key Findings:
Reports of year-to-date giving are encouraging to many ECFA members. The first nine
months of 2019 showed signs of increased giving to many ECFA member organizations,
according to an ECFA-sponsored poll that drew 464 responses.
A sizable majority–74%–saw their amount of cash donations for the year (Jan-Sept)
increase or hold steady, and 80% saw the number of givers increase or hold steady for
the same time period. When asked if cash giving to date (Jan-Sept) is matching their
projections for the year, the largest amount of poll participants said it is “about equal to
what we expected.” All three findings are visualized in the graphics below.
“Our poll shows that many feel optimistic about year-to-date giving in 2019, especially
given the slight downturn in overall giving for ECFA members during 2018,” said Dan
Busby, President of ECFA. The annual ECFA State of Giving report published for the last
ten years has profiled three downturn years and seven years of net growth in giving to
ECFA members—the most recent year being a downturn of just under 1%. “Many factors
influence giving to charity, from stock market trends to the yet-unknown implications of
national tax reform,” Busby commented.
A general trend is that larger ministries fared better: they’re more likely to report an
increase in giving and in the number of givers, plus they’re seeing an increase in larger-size
gifts. However, ministry size has little impact on whether 2019 year-to-date cash giving is
matching each organization’s projections of how 2019 would unfold compared to 2018.
The findings that follow are all from the 2019 poll. It was sent to ECFA’s membership of
2,307 member organizations at that time, with a 20% response rate. By contrast, all data
in ECFA State of Giving reports (available for free download at ecfa.org/StateOfGiving)
comes not from a survey, but from analysis of CPA-prepared financial statements
submitted by all ECFA member organizations.
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1.

74% Saw the Amount of Cash Giving Increase or Hold Steady
74% Saw the Amount of Cash Giving Increase or Hold Steady
“Please compare cash giving in Jan-Sept 2018 to Jan-Sept 2019.”
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80% Saw the Number of Givers Increase or Hold Steady
80% Saw the Number of Givers Increase or Hold Steady
“Comparing 2019 to the previous year,
has the total number of givers to your ministry....?”
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3.

2019 Cash Giving Is Meeting Projections
2019 Cash Giving Is Meeting Projections
“How does 2019 year-to-date cash giving compare to your projections?”
2019 giving to date
is higher than expected
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2019 giving to date
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Gift Size Is Hold Steady, and Inching Toward Larger for Some
Gift Size Is Holding Steady, and Inching Toward Larger for Some
“Which of the following would best describe the size of gifts
that you’ve received so far this year?”

We’re moving to
depend on larger gifts

26%
63%

Our average gift size
is not not changing

11%

We’re moving to
depend on smaller gifts
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ECFA’s poll also asked two open-ended questions, each of which received over 300 write-in
responses. We picked a handful of representative ideas and listed them below, grouped by
ministry type and size:

ECFA Members Still Rely on the “Basics” for Their Funding Needs
5. ECFA
Members Still Rely on the “Basics” for Their Funding Needs
“What strategies have worked best this year for cultivation new givers...
and growing your overall giving?”
ALL TYPES of ORGANIZATIONS, and ALL SIZES:
• Pray and Trust God
• Keep stories front and center so donors can see their impact
• Communicate more regularly and consistently
• Push recurring giving

Larger Nonprofits Emphasize Strategy, Especially with Major Donors
6.Larger
Nonprofits Emphasize Strategy, Expecially with Major Donors
“What strategies have worked best this year for cultivation new givers...
and growing your overall giving?”
LARGER NONPROFITS:
• Keep track of previous volunteers/alumni and ask them to
become donors
• Introduce planned giving and non-cash gifts
• Take a more systematic approach to managing the various
fundraising processes – using clear metrics and goals, improved
team communication, and better tools for fundraising presentations
• Seek personal referrals from our network of established donors
• Set up more one-on-one meetings with major donors
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7.

Smaller Nonprofits Work Hard to Keep Getting the Word Out
Smaller Nonprofits Work Hard to Keep Getting the Word Out
“What strategies have worked best this year for cultivation new givers...
and growing your overall giving?”
SMALLER NONPROFITS:
• Seek word-of-mouth referrals by officers, board members
• Communicate more with current donors, showing how their
engagement made a specific difference
• Make more aggressive use of Facebook and other social media
• Set up lots of face-to-face meetings, do lots of asks
• Do personal follow up with new givers

8.

Churches Teach, Train and Ask Regularly
Churches Teach, Train and Ask Regularly
“What strategies have worked best this year for cultivation new givers...
and growing your overall giving?”
CHURCHES:
• Use online video clips on our website and at church
• Update our website and Facebook regularly
• Challenge people to be percentage givers, financially teaching and
discipling the core
• Go to our Sunday school classes and small groups with
information/inspiration, believing that people need to know the
need, and when we share it directly on Sundays or via email,
we get good responses

Warren Bird, is ECFA vice president of research and equipping. For more research reports,
see ecfa.org/surveys.

METHODOLOGY:
This research, fielded October 11- November 11, 2019, was titled “Quick Poll: How Is Giving So
Far This Year?” The 10-question survey was emailed to the CEO or equivalent at 2,307 ECFA
member organizations. For questions about the content, including reprint requests, contact
research@ecfa.org. For additional research reports, see ecfa.org/surveys.
© 2019 ECFA.org
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Where to go from here?
These insights are part of a broad knowledge library of ECFA resources available at
ECFA.org/content/resources. These include:
EXCLUSIVE MEMBER BENEFITS & RESOURCES

Nonprofit Knowledge Center
policies, procedures, and whitepapers

Webinars and
Recordings Including CPE

®

Connecting Donors to Your Ministry

Executive Compensation Data
for over 2,000 nonprofits

eBooks

Online Videos

Complimentary Downloads

Governance
Toolbox Series

NEWS

Complimentary Downloads

NonprofitPulse
eNewsletter

ECFA ALSO PROVIDES

Leadership

Expertise at Conferences

Monitoring & Reporting on

Capitol Hill

ECFA’s desire is to help equip churches and ministries to fully achieve their God-given
missions. As Dan Busby, ECFA President, says, “ECFA hopes these survey results will be
meaningful to all churches and other Christ-centered ministries as they review their current
financial results and make budgetary plans.”
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